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Ochmanski Voted Senior President
Constitution Changes Approved;
Spencer, Hayes, Taylor Elected
By Ron Drogin
With nearly 40% of the student body voting, sixteen class officers were selected in the annual
Class Elections held earlier this week. In a separate ballot, the revisions to the Student Senate constitution received affirmative approval by an overwhelming majority, 1379 to 149.
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Charles "Bud" Ochmanski garnered 209 votes in defeating Robert Sterritt with 121 votes for
Senior class president. Ochmanski will be aided in his new postlion by Richard Sturgeon, Betty
Colley, and Ira Stockwell, With
214 ballots in his favor, Sturgeon
won the vice presidency over
Eliot Rich with 120. Betty Colley's 175 was enough to capture
the office of .ecretary over Carolyn Atkins' 147. For treasurer,
Stockwell collected 107 while
Jon Ord (90). Philip Curtis (71),
and Norris Thurston (63)
In the closest presidential contest,
Wilbur Spencer returned to power as
president of the Junior class. Spencer
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with 129 was only eleven ahead of
Bernard "Reb" Mire, while Nelson
Zand with 62 and Robert Morin, 55,
also ran. David Arnold's 106 earned
him the vice presidency. He was followed by David Mosher, 91; William
Meissner, 77; David L. Smith. 45;
and Bruce Collins, 44. Elected secretary with 221 was Judith Fowler over
Laurette Martineau, 132. For treasurer, Jane Chiarini's 196 won out over
Suzanne French's 164.
With 416 sophomores going to the
polls, Donald Hayes, Peter Henderson, Midge Munroe, and Annette
Walker were elected. Hayes received
219 votes for president, while William
Lawlor had 111. and Guy Whitten
took 83. For vice president, Hender-

Farmers' Fair Highlighted
By Coronation Of Queen

son, 123; Dana Deering. 105; Philip
McCarthy, 95; and William Jenkins,
86. With 224 voting for her, Midge
Munroe was selected secretary while
Virginia Cushman with 181 ran a
close second. In another close contest. Annette Walker outpolled Peter
Keene by 12 votes, 209 to 197, to
become treasurer.
Seven freshmen ran for president
of that class with B. Clark Taylor
the ultimate victor. Taylor received
167 votes, Robert Craig, 82; Perry
Clough, 79; Renaud Guite, 50; Sumner Lymburner, 38; S. William Ireland. 21; and Robert Hamel. 9. Four
co-eds contested for vice president
with Sandra Reid winning. Her 168
defeated Eleanor Clapp, 113; Jane
Shapiro, /04; and Rosalie Wilson. 50.
Winning the secretarial nod was Gail
Hoxie with 143, as Janet Donovan,
134; Susan Edel, 93; and Diane Nash,
73, all fell short. Elected treasurer
with 169 was Deborah Chapman running ahead of Debora Dee Cutter,
114: Dorelei Shraybman. 86; and Suzanne Ramsley, 67.

The "Dixielanders" will have a
By Glenn Philippon
jam session at 12:30 in the field house.
The field house will be the scene Booths and displays by different

Maureen Henry Crowned Queen

wn

Maureen Henry was crowned
Homecoming Queen and Phi
Kappa Sigma took top honors in
the Homecoming display last
weekend to mark the 59th Homecoming.

contest. Beta Theta Pi was awarded
honorable mention, and Hannibal
Hamlin won the men's dormitory division. North Estabrooke won the
women's dormitory display with
"Bowdoin's Explodin'."

Contending for Homecoming Queen
were Carolyn Vickery, Linda Worcester and Maureen Henry. Miss Henry
was crowned queen at the dance after
the rally. Each candidate presented
a skit at the rally.
With a display entitled "Butcher
Bowdoin." Phi Kappa §igma won the

Alumni Black Bear Awards were
given Saturday to Philip Brockway,
Placement Director; Marion Buzzell.
professor emerita of Romance Languages; and Frederick Youngs, retired treasurer of the University. The
award is given for outstanding service
to the University.

Po on. II. naPr•bot

of the Farmers' Fair this Saturday
from 9 a.m. through to the evening
when the festivities will move to the
gym for the Calico Ball.
The highlight of the day will be the
crowning of the Calico Queen at the
Ball. The feature esent of the day
(comparable to last year's man vs.
horse race) is as yet undisclosed for
publicity.
The six candidates for the Calico
Queen title, chosen by the women's
dorms are Lee Reed. a junior from the
Elms. Babs Connor. a senior in Balentine. Nancy Bishop. a sophomore
from Stodder. and Estabrooke Hall
is sponsoring June Toulouse. a junior.
Freshman queen candidates are Penny
Hendershot. Colvin. and JoAnn Pratt.
Chadbourne.

Tvvaggies and freshman men in agriculture will have a cattle showing
and there will be cattle, sheep and
poultry judging.
Bill Stetson's orchestra will provide
the music for the gala Calico Ball that
evening. Intermission is the time anticipated by the six candidates for the
title of Calico Queen.
The six girls were introduced to the
entire area last Sunday on the University of Maine Hour on television.

June Toulouse

Nosey Bishop

I rtr 11..rd

liarb.tra onnr

departments of agriculture will be
found in the field house all day Saturday. Extra features of the day include the blueberry pie eating and
the co-ed and queen candidate milking, bucksawing and barrel-rolling
contests.

Maine Harriers Win Championship
1,11 11/7C.P
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The Maine Mathematics Club will film "Concept of a Function."
All interested persons and friends
meet Thursday, November 12. at 7:00
invited
p.m. in the Bangor Room of the Me- of club members are cordially
to attend.
morial Union.
Refreshments will be served.
Professor Wootton will discuss the

Store
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ORONO
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for women
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Dorothy Cray
Helena Rubenstein
Ayer

ask about our discount Cards and low prices

A project to "bring the art to the
students" is in the process of being
tried this week at the Men's Commons. Professor Vincent Hartgen of
the Art Department has on exhibit
in the Commons, a display entitled
"Maine, by Maine Artists" which has
been shown much attention by students.
"Maine, by Maine Artists" is a
collection of paintings depicting
Maine scenes. It was arranged through
Siasaaawattostioriiimas- -mmossamasollimoINISHIMII
the cooperation of the Ford Motor
"Maine by Maine Artists" is now on display in the Men's Commons,
Company. All of the paintings were
the first of such displays ever to be put in the dining hall. The
originally commissioned to illustrate
display is an attempt to "bring the art to the students," Vincent
the Ford Times and the Lincoln-MerHartgen, head of the Department of Art, said.
cury Times, publications issued by the
Ford Motor Company. They were
Building. There will be fashions, done by artists either living or paintThe Mrs. Maine Club will hold
their annual Fashion Show "Glam- entertainment and refreshments ing in Maine.
our on Parade." Tuesday, Novem- all for 750. Tickets will be on
Some of the paintings included are:
ber 17. at 8:00 p.m. in the Main
"Log Drive" by Carl Sprinchorn,
sale at the door.
Lounge of the Memorial Union
"Moonlight Penobscot Bay" by Alphonse J. Shelton. "Among the Fish
Houses, Monhegan" by Andrew Winter, "Blue Hill Across Harbor at
Castine" by Waldo Peirce and "Waterfront at Portland" by Bradford
Brown.
"Getting art to the student in an
effort to help him develop culturally
is our responsibility," Hartgen says.
"but it is the students' responsibility
to scoop up the food."
"The collection should be especially interesting to the students since
they can see how artists depict Maine
scenes," Hartgen added. The exhibit
will last through November 13.
William Wells, director of student
housing, expressed his attitude toward
the project in this way: "There are
1200 men in the vicinity s---f the (am,
mons; therefore I think it is an ideal
place for an exhibition of this kind.
I hope the student reaction will be
so good that there will be many more
of these exhibitions."

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

Helping you let there sooner!

University T.V. Will
Feature Dr. Meyer
Dr. Marvin C. Meyer, professor of
zoology, will be the featured guest
on "The University of Maine and
You." WABI-Bangor and WAGMPresque Isle, Sunday at 12.
Dr. Meyer, author of "The Larger
Animal Parasites of the Fresh Water
Fishes of Maine," recently received a
530,000 grant from the U.S. Public
Health Service for research in the
field of parasites in fish, birds, and
animals,
Dave Robinson will have the "Maine
Steiners" as his student guests.

Agricultural Engineers
Will Meet November 18
The Maine branch of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers will
meet November 18 in the Memorial
Union. The speaker will be Bernard
P. Rines, president and treasurer of
Agricultural Engineers Inc. of Gorham, Maine. Rines will speak on his
personal experiences in dealing with
practical engineering problems. Refreshments will be served following
the meeting and the public is invited.

EUROPE TOURS

You get your "welcome home" hug hours sooner—in today's jet age. And the jet age itself arrived here
sooner, thanks in part to a special oil developed by Esso Research. Every jet engine throughout the free
world grew up on it. And niost pure jets flying today still use it and it alone. For happy
homecomings or"happy motoring".. ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil.

ESCORTED AND
INDEPENDENT
Individual Arrangements
to suit your Budget
RESERVATIONS and TICKETS
for AIR and STEAMSHIP
TRAVEL ANYWHERE
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Schedule Speakers
For Forestry Club
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Phi Kappa Sigma won the Homecoming display for fraternities last
weekend with "Butcher Bowdoin."

Rain, Mud Fail
To Stop Activity
Diane Wiseman

Roger Upham, M.C.A. Social
Chairman, has announced that
there will be a bowling party on
Friday night, November 13. The
group will lease the Union Lobby at 6:30 p.m. Transportation
will be provided.

The rain, mud, and all around miserable weather did not seem to dampen the spirits and the enthusiasm of
the students or the grads for Homecoming was successful and bustling
with activity.

The schedule of speakers for the
Forestry Club has been announced
H. W. Lull will speak December 7 in
the Bangor Room of the Memorial
Union.
January 6 student speakers will talk
on summer jobs illustrated with
colored slides in the Lown Room of
the Memorial Union.
William Hepburn, Woodlands Manager of the Diamond-National Corporation, Oakland, Maine, will speak
February 3 in the Bangor Room.
February 17 Brace Wright, Director
of Northeast Wildlife Service Station,
Fredericton, New Brunswick, will be
the speaker.
March 16 a speaker representing
the Canadian Fish and Wildlife Service Station, St. Andrews, New Brunswick, will be featured.
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THE FABULOUS'FABIAN'
and
CAROI.(Blue Denim) LYNLEY
in

NOW PLAYING

ROCK HUDSON
"HOUND DOG MAN"
Color and Cinemaseope
with
ARTHUR O'CONNELL
DODIE STEVENS

DORIS DAY

TUE.—WED.—THUR.

"PILLOW TALK"

in

Big Double Feature
"INSIDE THE MAFIA"

Cinemascope

CAMERON MITCHELL
Plus Co-Hit

and

"TIMBUKTU"
VICTOR MATURE
YVONNE DeCARLO

Color

D/L.FPOOld:
OR. FROOD'S MORAL OF THE MONTH

Brevity is the soul of wit. Which is why the sight of a girl
in u Bikini invariably brings a smile to a man's face.

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.
Dear Dr. Frood: I read a great deal so I
never have time for girls. Am I missing
anything?
Literate

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think nest
year's dresses will cover the knees?
Clothes-Conscious

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think a boy
should kiss a girl on their first date?
Sky

Dear Clothes-Conscious: Ther'd better
corer more than that.

Dear Shy: She would seem to be the
logical choice.

.01

sa,

vOs

(Os

se>,

)0
Dear Dr. Frood: I admire ray roommate
r cry much, so I try to be like him. He
smokes luckies. Do you think I should
smoke the same cigarette he does?
Awed
Dear Dr. Frood: The guy ncx to me
copy s frum my paper. What shook] I do?
Truthfd

Dear Truthfll:
sar

DR. FROOD ON QUERIES
BEST LEFT UNQUERIED
Years of experience have taught me
never to ask a girl these questions:

Dear Literate: Only a few marbles.

it.
SWINOUNE "TOT"
Millions now in use. Unconditionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Available at your college bookstore.

"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"

LUCKY STRIKE presents

Theta Chi held an after-game social Saturday followed by a buffet at
the Oronoka. Sigma Nu and TEP
both had alumni banquets and dances
Saturday evening. The Beta's held a
dance party with Oscar Davis furnishing the music. In fact, all along
fraternity row the lower lights were
burning with parties and dances at
Phi Mu, Phi Gam, TKE, Sig Ep,
Sigma Chi, and Delta Tau.

a Swingline
Stapler no
bigger than a
pack ofgum!
98

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE

I J 0
HOUSE OF HITS U
STARTS FRIDAY

LOST—one white flowered umbrella with a flowered black handle at
Pat's October 9. The owner is offering a reward for its return. Contact
Diana Hardwick at 200 Stevens.

Maureen Henry was crowned
Homecoming Queen at the stag dance
in the Gym sponsored by the Senior
Skulls and the All Maine Women.
Bundled up in parkas, fatigue hats.
or any other gear that would keep
them warm, students and alumni were
on hand to watch Maine triumph over
Bowdoin in the last game of the season.

Alpha Gam held its annual alumni
banquet followed by a dance with
Jack MacDonough's Orchestra Saturday night. Dale Huff's band provided
the music for a jam session and dance
at Lambda Chi and Phi Kap had
Johnny Weeks for their Homecoming
party Saturday evening.
Pinned: Nancy Kennedy to Haddon Libby, Phi Mu Delta; Pat I.eav.
itt, Farmington State Teachers College. to Dean Stearns, Sigma Chi;
Sarah Robinson, University of Vermont, to Dayton Wakefield, Alpha
Gamma Rho; Joyce Pagurko. '59.
to Tom Moore, Phi Gamma Delta.
Engaged: logic Brackett to Ed
Hall, Phi Mu Delta.

B

Shouldn't we skip the garlic.'
111101 happened to the fraternity pin?
Wow! Ls that your roommate"
Do you and turning cuts that light?
You mean that isn't a beanie?
How come you never wear shorts?
Why don't r on smoke your own Luckies?

Dear Awed: No. Ask him for an unLewd Lucky.

arn him. Quick!
sOs

tVds‘

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!

111112112

•

When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

Dear Dr. Frood: V hen I rciusc to go
Out with unattractive girls, my friends
say, "Beauty is only skin-deep." What
do you say?
Fussy

.••1••••••••

I

'
r

, ,•Prr •

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Dear Fussy: That's deep enough.
SW'r;7291(;17.-: I NC,
LONO ISLAND City. NEN YOU, N. V.

f

to.
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Famed String Quartet Will Give Concert
the Cleveland Orchestra and has appeared as soloist with symphony orchestras in New York, Philadelphia.
Detroit, and Boston. Mr. Knitzer has
been artist-teacher of violin at the
Eastman School of Music since 1955.
John Celentano, violinist, is a native of Montreal. He studied in EurJoseph Knitzer, first violinist, made ope and holds degrees from the Easthis debut under Walter Damrosch. man School. He is soloist with and
He was for many years soloist with former concertmaster of the Roches-

Members of the Eastman String
Quartet, scheduled to give a concert at the University on November 18. are nationally known
artists who have played with
leading orchestras and symphonies of the country.

Georgetown University Presents:
INTERCOLLEGIATE JAZZ FESTIVAL
—the first open competition for young jazz groups—
Featuring, among other prizes,
DATE AT THE 1960 NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL*
BOOKING AT BIRDLAND • • RECORDING OF AN LP
TO BE RELEASED BY A MAJOR COMPANY * •
INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
Groups to be judged by such authorities as:
DIZZY GILLESPIE AND DAVE BRUBECK
No cost to applicants. $25. award for anyone responsible for entry
of a group that becomes a finalist. For further info write: Intercollegiate Jazz Festival, Georgetown U., Wash. 7. D. C., or contact this
newspaper,
•Subject to final approval of Directors in December, 1959

Orono, Mal

News From UMP

ter Civic Orchestra and is now on the
Eastman faculty, having previously
by Arthur Meyer
been artist-lecturer at Iowa State
University. He is concertmaster of
The Student Council is happy to report that the constitution
the Eastman Chamber Orchestra.
is now in the final stages of preparation. Ratification by the student
weeks should see the official
The violist in this quartet is Fran- body is the next step. Another two
cis Bundra, at native of Pennsylvania. adoption of this organ.
There is also an interesting issue the campus is showing higher spirit
He holds a degree from State Teachers College in West Chester, Pennsyl- coming up for vote, the proposal that this year. In checking with the orvania. and master's degrees from New a $4.00 yearbook assessment be in- ganizations on campus it seems that
School of Music in Philadelphia and cluded in the spring registration fee. most are in an active stage already.
Eastman. He is a member of the The success (or failure) of this issue Those that aren't seem to be solving
Rochester Philharmonic and Roches- will be a good test of student morale their individual problems rapidly.
and responsibility. A tentative plan
The Freshmen have chosen Mr.
ter Civic orchestras.
Georges Miguelle, cellist, was born to apply 5.50 of the surcharge toward Abraham Kern. our new Zoology
in Lille. France. His talent as a young the UMP newspaper fund is rapidly teacher, as their advisor. Here's a
emphasis.
man with a zest for life! Their choice
man won him first prize and highest gaining
seems to be a reflection of their own
honors at the Paris Concervatoire.
The invasion of this manly campus spirit.
He made his first appearance with the by a new species is now definite. The
Davey Crockett. Freshman Class
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
word from "up-front" is that enrollPresident, has his muzzle-loader
for
1960
have
been
ment
applications
The concert is to be given in the
received from women and early as- aimed at the success of a Blood Bank.
Women's Gymnasium, beginning at
of admission will be issued Dave and his assistants have undoubtsurances
8:00 p.m. The doors will be opened
girls are coming to UMP— edly heard that turnips don't give
soon.
The
at 7:30 p.m. It is open to students,
blood so they are out for a pint from
Ta-ra-ta-ra-ta-ra.
faculty, and the public without
each student. "Benevolent Vampires"
Chris Smith, President of the Stu- personified, that's what they are!
charge. Seating capacity will be limdent Council, voiced an opinion that
ited.
The UMP Debate Club is a new
organization this year. Officers are
President, Francis Delano; Vice President, John Hachey; Secretary, Richard Wandke; and Treasurer, Albert
Duclos.
On November 3, Richard Wandke,
John Hachey, Albert Duclos, Earl
Crosby, and Joseph Fullerton traveled
to Brunswick to engage in two rounds
of practice debates with Bowdoin
College debaters. They were accompanied by Advisor William Whiting,
At Colby Tuesday John Hachey,
Francis Delano, John Manderson,
and Joseph Fullerton represented
UMP at a State of Maine practice
tournament.
Coach Sullivan is remaining noncommittal concerning his hoopsters'
future but he is obviously impressed
by their spirit. Some observant preseason fans are more outspoken and
predict a good season. Could a
Boosters Club for the athletic activities be formed to insure a spirited
following where a large number of
fans is a statistical improbability?
Don't give fires a place to start, advises the Maine Farm and Home
Safety Council.
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How to advance through lateral movement
HE LATERAL PASS is a perfect example of how to
get ahead by first going sideways. And lateral movement is a philosophy we use at Koppers.

T

Here's how it works. Let's say you're a new employee
at Koppers. We give you a specific assignment. You
find it exciting, challenging. You do a good job. But do
we leave you there? Not at all. Once you understand the
products and the function of that particular operation,
we try you on a different assignment. Here, again, you'll
find the work new and stimulating.
You'll never be buried at Koppers. You'll never stand
still intellectually. Moving from one operation to another, you'll move ahead. Your assignment won't be to
learn just a job. but a vast, diversified corporation. Your
compensation? Advancement, responsibility, success.
Your youth wont he held against you. Neither will
short tenure. If sou has c the ability and the desire to get
ahead. sou'll mo,,e fa.,t! Our system of continuous appraisal and csalualion is your guarantee of that.

Koppers is so widely diversified that you can almost
name your job. Want to work with chemicals, jet-engine
sound control, plastics, sintering plants, wood preservatives, road surfacing materials, electrostatic precipitators? Interested in research? Production? Sales? These
areonly a few of the fascinating opportunities at Koppers.
Why not find out how you can fit into the Koppers
picture? Write to the Manager of Manpower Planning,
Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
Or,see your College Placement Director and arrange an
appointment with a Koppers representative for the next
recruiting visit.

Sheraton Hotels
STUDENT-FACULTY
DISCOUNTS
Hiseris menely-saving naves
for students, faculty and all
other college personnel. During weekends and college
vacations, Sheraton offers
you special low rates — even
lower rates when two or more
occupy the same room.
Special group rates are provided for athletic teams,
clubs, other college organizations.
You get these discounts at
any of Sheraton's 54 hotels
in the U.S.A., Hawaii and
Canada. Just present your
Sheraton I.D. card when you
register. To get a Sheraton
I.D. card, contact:
Mr. Alden F. Head
Head Travel Bureau
61 Main St.
Bangor, Maine
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No matter where you shop for
your Christmas Gifts...we believe you'll find the lowest prices
anywhere at Freese's ...as an
extra added bonus Freese's will
give Gold Bond Stamps with
every cash purchase in our Toy
Department. • Shop Freese's
and Save!

The Campus Union Calendar is
a full one as usual.
Thursday,
November 12, the Bridge Club
will meet in the Union.
Last
week's
master
point
winners
were
(1) Walter
Macomber.
Eino Leinon, (2) Paul Putnam,
Peter Russell, (3) Irving Hibbard.
Thomas Murphy, 14) Al Adams
Robert Warren and (5) Dwight
Starbird, William Crondall.
This weekend's movie is "Tea
and Sympathy", starring Deborah
Kerr and John Kerr. The movies
are in the Bangor Room with the
shows starting at 7 and 9 pm.

Monday afternoon at 4 p.m. in
the Main Room another Musical
Hour will be presented. Watch
for posters for names.
The Tuesday Poetry Hour will
feature Edward Ives doing William Carlos Williams' Paterson.
That
night, the Camera
Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in the Bumpy
Room.
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See the Big News for '60... Here By Popular Demand

RAMBLER AMERICAN 4-DOOR SEDAN
Lowest-Priced in America!
s
u
I Wee'
,
•

"ootteresse

•

Car illustrated La new Rambler American 4-dieir sedan
Get new 4-door convenience in the 100-inch wheelbase Rambler American for '60. Save on price, on
gas, on upkeep. Get highest resale value. Easiest to
turn and park. At Rambler dealers now.
Drive the New Standard of Basic Excellence

5
$179

RAMBLER AMERICAN PRICES
START AT
71,
'""suggested
"sc.' 7-O"'
deny.
Sedan
ered price at Kenosha,
Wisconsin. State and
local taxes. it any automatic transmission
and optional equipment. extra.

SEE YOUR RAMBLER DEALER TODAY

Union News

There will be a special movie
Sunday afternoon at 3:00 p.m
The movie, "The Informer", is
about betrayal and punishment
in the 1922 Irish Rebellion.

VEL

Page Flee
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Every Thursday at 4 p.m. in the
Women's Lounge there will be
Oral Readings by everyone attending.
Material will be that
which the reader brings.
Wednesday night the Chess Club
meets at 7 p.m. in the Totman
Room. At 4 p.m. that afternoon
there will be another special
movie. Land of the Long Day is
a documentary on the customs
and manners of the Eskimos.
A special note is the planned
Beatnik Party. The Union committees don't care If you've ever
heard of Zen, Kerouac, Greenwich Village or Venice, California.
The Public Relations committee
and the Musk Committee of the
Mi‘morial Union would like to hear
front any Interested persons who
would like to make this a success
and a
possible annual
affair.
Leave your names at the Activi. ties Office or the Newscounter
in the Union. Watch for developnients of a brand new type of
entertainment for Maine to be
presented December 5.

12 LP VINYL
RCA Custom
Record

dust RekasedAt

I fl
val

,

ICEROY

\c,EI,R9Nicxgace°,s4'

.
1

CIGARETTES!

••••*
N
••••:.
A LISTENING
MAN'S RECORD
(A Lening Womon's
Rmord, toe)—
brought to you
exclusively
by VICEROY—the
Cigarette with A
THINKING MAN'S
KIR ...A SMOKING
MANS TASTEI

The Greatest Jazz
Album in Years!

7
.5
•

4: •
„

arTPLIS

z.z_ Fes-M1

LOOK
10 GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS

ON A SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD

Martians' Lullaby
March Of The Toys
Just A Mond
Royal Garden Blues
Shine On Harvest Moon
St. James Infirmary
Erroll's Bounce
Ciribiribin
Tin Roof Blues
When The Saints Go Marching In

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE
ARTISTS
Benny Goodman Louis Armstrong
Shorty Rogers
Erroll Garner
Duke Ellington
Jonah Jones
Red Norvo
Ben Webster
Bob Scobey
Buck Clayton
Vic Dickenson
Rex Stewart
Dukes of Dixieland

Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists
—winners in a national popularity survey of American
College and University Students! Yours at a special
low price—with the compliments of VICEROY—the
cigarette that gives you the best filtering of all for
full rich taste. "A Thinking Man's Filter.
A Smoking Man's Taste."

Yovrs kr a*
and 2 empty packages of VICEROY Cigarettes
enaelese•

•1

4137./

MOWN a WSLIA/45001 TOBACCO 0011101tAT1014
See 351
leuisviele 1, KeseveltY
Please send roe pretpaid
mcord(el of the Special VICEROY
CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enclosed is 51 00 no eterriPe,
please) end 2 empty Viceroy packages for each record ordered.
Name

\\?"1-1.116) °Rol149 D°14NK NOVI\
•I 055. Drown•Williamson Tome...3C,,

Address
city
stern
The offer good only In U S A, Not valid In sates herr prohibited, wird
or othertriee reortmed—expiree Dec. 31, 1959.
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South Apartments .Slow Down

Orono, Maine, November 12, 194

From The Colby Echo

Engin

Maine Black Bears Prove To Be Big Disappointment
This story Is reprinted from
last week's C01.111 ECHO. For
an answer to the statements
made by the Colloy writer, turn
to page fen for Rick Brennan's
BE1R FACTS. We are printing the Colby story tot this
page In Its entirety sit that tier
readers may hate a chance to
read all of the article and not
just selected quell's. The headline on the story- is Colby's
also.

Their Lii es Are In Your Hands
The Traffic Committee is in the process of studying
several proposals that are intended to make the South
Apartment area a safer place for the children that live
there. The necessity for this study arose after se:eral
near accidents on South Apartment streets.
As yet the committee has made no specific arrangements, but the possibility of one-way traffic in the area
is being given the most serious consideration.
Of course, the greatest responsibility for safe driving
on South Apartment roads falls on those living there.
But these people are more conscious of the hazards
that exist, namely children in the streets, than most
dormitory residents, faculty personnel, or fraternity men
that use these roads only "on occasion."
It is these "on occasion" drivers that present one of
the major problems. Many of them are unaware of the
conditions on South Apartment streets and fail to judge
their speed accordingly.
The ideal situation for the South Apartments would
be to have a supervised playground to keep the children off the streets, but this has been tried twice in
the past, and both times the attempt was unsuccessful.
So much for the ideal. Now for the reality.
The South Apartment streets are a definite hazard for
drivers and until the new housing is constructed they
will remain so. One way traffic would help alleviate
the possibility of r.ccidents, but will not solve the problem completely. Only extreme caution, on the part of
drivers in the area, can come close to solving the problem.
So if you have to drive through this part of the
campus. please remember that it is a dangerous section
and drive accordingly.

A

Bit Of Perfidy

Welcome To The Vegetable World
By John J. Thihodeau
"I hear that CBS Is meting
CHURCH OF THE AIR into
prime etening timer -- Time
Magazine: author unknown.
It is not inconceivable that the
above move could easily take
place now that Dr. Frank Stanton has adequately cleansed himself of all CBS wrongdoing:
Columbia University. Heaven be
praised, ha cleansed itself of
the unhealthy Van Doren situation: everyone has suddenly become so clean that I have no
doubt that Lux soap will become
relatively unknown in the next
decade. Yes. Dear Student, the
old saying. Cleanliness is next to
Godliness, has suddenly become
a way of life.
Speaking of old and honored
sat lugs. let me introduce yen to
CabblifrP,
. Carrots and parsnips. The cabbages are the ark.
torr.,t. of this levet:0,1e world
if mine. They net er niarry out
of their eta.. and as a resnit
there has been a notice:0de
weakening of the strain of late:
the carrots are the bourgeol.le
of the plot Itegettible. and the
parsnip Is the lowliest form of
OIL
He Ise. In the slimiest,
dampest section of the garden
.... which I. all right si lilt the
parsnip. Frankly, he wouldn't
hate It any other way.
The cabbages hold all the Important political offices In this
tight-knit little vegetable kingdom. and, from time to time.

their politicians will return from
the capitol and address their
lowly constituents with such
sublimity as, "a rolling stone
gathers no moss," or, "a stitch
in time saves nine." or "Durrah
for the orange, white and pallid!" (the kingdom's official flagt.
This is tine! Everyone cheers
and welcomes the speeches. Even
the parsnips listen. but somehow,
the parsnips feel that all is not
well. The old and honored sayings fall short somehow, but
everyone knows that the cabbages are very wise, and, since
the sayings are old and honored,
they must be so.
After the speeches. all Inhabitant. would return to their
respect lie places. The cabbages,
naturally. occupied the hischet.f
ground: the carrot.. 'Bed In lona
rows of neat urban 11P$P101).
men's slightly below and to the
left of the high ground;
e
already seen the home, of the
,
parsnips. not that the •tato meo
hail neter promised to change
their Ming area! They promised
etery year. but econemic rand!.
Bons being what they AfTO. the
parsnip had remainevl where he
Ans. but. 11111101e next year....
You have seen the background
of the carrots. parsnips and cabbages. Quite interesting. don't
you think?
Next week, a tale of domestic
equality, plus a brief observation about two children and sandboxes that are exaetly alike

The Black Bear from Maine
was found to be nothing more
than a small cub. Fortunately,
our Mules uncovered and discovered a great imposter. There
can be no excuses or explanations — Colby was simply a better football team and deserved to
win.
After just missing on a couple
of long passes in the first half.
quarterback Kent Davidson hit
Bob Burke early in the third
period and the latter showed
surprising speed in outracing
three defenders to the goal line.
On this particular play, Pete
Cavari, the star Mule end was
used as a decoy, lie went out
short and then cut to the sidelines giving Burke an opportunity to move across the center.
Another interesting feature in the
pass patterns is that usually the

Orono, Na

three other backfield men stay
and block instead of one slipping out with the two ends.
This, of course, lessens the
chances of completion but provides the quarterback with more
blocking and gives him more
time to throw — an essential on
a rainy day like Saturday.
The Mules played without the
services of their ace back, Bob
Nigro, but Wayne Fillback came
through handsomely. The big
senior ran harder than at any
time this season and he was a
standout in the Colby victory.
The defense, though outweighed
considerably, performed remarkably well. They used a lot of
gang tackling and were quick to
pounce on any fumble. Steve
Carpenter, a sophomore end, deserves credit for his fine defensive play. He is improving
with each game and should be
a big help next year. If some
of the other second year men
can come through, this will offset the weak Colby frosh grid
out
Manch Wheeler showed little
as querterhack for the visitors
and highly touted lineman Hal
Thtlette was too busy looking
for battles Instead of tackling
opposing ball carriers. No longer will anyone gasp In horror

when Maine loses. Coach Hal
Westerman and his squad have
now reached
the summit of
frustration anti humiliation. Here
is it Idg millets:Hy with many
players to eltutose from and with
supposedly superior talent. Yet
we now find that Maine plays In
a not too tough Yankee Conference and has been unable to win
a state series title since 19.
The *ferocious" black Rears have
f
eziattmt
alii fsfe
h lp,,
11,
p Ing
.
resT
t Jokee
ed tnote
h
They tire
champs, but rather prize chumps.
After last is eekend's lacklustre
performance, they will be lucky
Indeed to defeat Bowdoin tomorrow.
The Mules, of course, play host
to Bates tomorrow at Seavern's
Field, with their second straight
title almost in the bag, it's difficult to see how Colby can blow
this one. Of course, the Bobcats
have nothing to lose and everything to gain, but they appear to
be no match for the rampaging
Mules eleven. Colby must however, watch over-confidence and
complacency.
However,
they
realize that no Colby eleven has
ever won two consecutive outright championships. Tomorrow
should be the day and a pleasant
ending to a surprisingly successful season.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
To the Editor:

Wilt PALEN.
.11.11J
TE5,--- rt..
IT
c se'twat,
—
MEL& MCP VO.t.
E
cOofttet:m..4044 V.V.

Those of you who went to your
class meetings during the past
election period no doubt heard
several candidates
promise to
unite the class and promote class
spirit. More of you did not go
to your class meetings, but have
heard the rumor that there is a
need for class unity and class
spirit.
Why? . . . Why do we need
class unity? To what end is
class spirit directed? l!ntil these
questions are answered, and students are convinced of the worth
and validity of the answers, they
are not going to support a candidate whose campaign is based on
the above platform or any candidate, much less come to class
meetings. If there isn't a reason for a Class to exist united in
spirit and effort, then it would
be best that we not waste able
leadership in the direction of a
class executive, but have, instead,
a cleric to attend to the necessary arrangements and dutieti to
keep the class a part of the university.
Fraternities, sororities, honor
societies, religious, professional
and social organizations on the
campus certainly provide ample
opportunities for leaders to lead,
Interests to develop, and social
needs to be met. In high school,
especially those in which classes
were small. class organization
was often one of only a few
avenues through which these
needs were met — perhaps this
is where our belief in the worth
of class unity and spirit is seated. If we are trying to translate this belief Into the basis
for the college-class concept, we
are working at a useless and
SOperfluous task.
Several other reasons can he
put forth to provide an excuse
for the existence of a united and
spirited class, but for the most
part they are weak and easily
disproven. Why should we strive
for a united and spirited class?

II Jler ArAgv A 1-101ZRISLE
114AT";r1-5 -71ZU5TEE5
WILL Fr:QUIRE AI. PROfe550g5 To gek55 TH' vrrnz,mte Ewe/
I ask this question not as a
skeptic, butt because as we start
off as -a class" under new leadership, we should examine where

we are going, or being led, and
why.
Sincerely,
Liz England

The Maine Campus
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Three Panel Speakers Will Discuss
Relations Of Science And Religion

may now apply for employA pail,' discussion on ''Science or six
ment opportunities with the U. S.
minute presentation.
The
and Religion" wit! be held Thursand
will then discuss the subBureau
of
Declamations.
The day,
Nover- ber
19, at 7:30 p.m.
Eol'owiti
g
the
panel
talk
job opportunities
primarily con- in the Physics
Lecture Room 141. the subject will be open
to discern
irrigation,
water
supply, 14-en nig
speakers
will be
Dr. c:ss I, a froui the audience for the
Benjamin
water control, and related projSdeither, head
of the rest of the meeting.
Zoo:o:4y De:iiirtment. Dr. el:tn.:ice
ects. 0cnings are mainly in
The major parpose of the disthe
Bennett.
head
of the Physics Dewe,,tern states.
cussion, sponsored by the Student
partnicct and Rev. Harvey Bates,
Religious Association. is to open
A
descriptive
letter
and director of the Student Religious
a dialogue
between these two
pamphlets on the
Associatioa.
opportunities
seemingly opposing factors.
a!ong with instructions on how to
Eayli speaker will make a five
The panel is open to the public.
apply and the necessary application form No. 57 may be obtained
at the Placement Bureau, 102 East
Anne'.

Hillson Achievement Award

The University of Maine High
School Debate Clinic to be held
tomorrow, November 13th, will
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decisions of the Supreme Court."

New "post-grad" program helps
engineers move ahead at Western Electric

MANHATTAN'S COLIsr.UM TowER building
houses Western Electric's New York training
center. Here, as in Chicago and
Winston-Salem, N. C., Western Electric engineers
participate in a training program that closely
resembles a university graduate school.
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Thursday, November 5. the University of Maine ROTC Rifle Team
defeated the University of Vermont
by a
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Warren

Gammons

Careers get off to a fast start — and keep on
growing — at Western Electric.
One big help is our new Graduate Engineering Training Program. This unique full-time,
off-the-job study program starts soon after you
join Western Electric ... continues throughout
your career. Students are offered courses in various fields including semiconductors, computers,
feedback control systems, and problem solving
techniques. What's more, they study methods
for improving skills in communicating technical
information and the art of getting ideas across.
You'll find the work at Western Electric
stimulating, too. As manufacturing and supply
unit of the Bell System, we pioneered in the production of the transistor, repeatered submarine
cable, and the provision of microwave telephone
and television facilities spanning the country.
Engineering skills can't help developing—careers
can't help prospering — in the lively, exciting
technical climate at Western Electric.

41
CLASSROOM SESSION at one of the centers takes up
the first part of the three-phase program. Introduction to Western Electric Engineering. During
this
initial nine-week training period, new engineers
are
provided with a better understanding of Western
Electric engineering methods and technical practices.

,

Western Electric technical fields include mechanical, elec.
trkol, chemical, civil and industrial engineering, plus thei
physical wionces. For more information pick up a copy
et "Consider a Carver at Western Elsictrk" from
your
Placement Officer. Or writ* College Relations, Roam
2006, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway,
Now
York 7, N. Y. And sign up for a W. E. interview
when
the Sell System Interviewing Team visits your campus.

nn PhIllppon
Jo Dion

lick Brennan

Western Electric

MONDAY: Prof. Pomfritt sprang quiz in English lit this
morning. If Shakespeare didn't write Canlerbury Tales I'm a
dead duck . . Lunch at the house—turkey hash. Question;
how can we have turkey hash when we never had turkey? .
Smoked a Marlboro after lunch. I dig those better rnakin's
the most! ... Played bridge with sorors in afternoon. When
game was over, my partner stabbed me several times with
hatpin. Must learn weak club bid ... Dinner at house—lamb
hash. Question: how can we have lamb hash when we never had
lamb? ... Smoked a Marlboro after dinner. What filter! What
flavor! What pack or box!... Chapter meeting at night. Motion
made to abolish capital punishment for pledges. Motion defeated ...Smoked more Marlboros. Quelkjoie!...And so to bed.
TUESDAY: Faculty tea at the house. Spilled pot of oolong
on Dean of Women. She very surly. Offered her a Marlboro.
Still surly. Offered skin graft. No help . . . Dinner at Kozy
iCarnpus Kale-24 hamburgers. But no dessert. Have to watch
waistline ... And so to bed.
WEDNESDAY: Got our marks in English lit quiz. Lucky
for me Shakespet wrote C'anteroury Tales!... Afternoon date
with Ralph Feldspar. Purely platonic. Ralph wanted to consult me about love trouble he's having with his girl Nymphet
Calloway. I assured him things would get better. Ralph said
he certainly hopes so because last four tinies he called on
Nymphet,she dumped vacuum cleaner bag on him ... Smoked
several Marlboros. Wonderful cigarette. No confusion about
which end to light. Saves loads of time... Dinner at house—
bread. That's all; just bread ... And so to bed.
THURSDAY:Three packages from home—laundry,cookies,
records. So hungry I ate all three ... Quiz in American history.
If Millard Fillmore didn't invent cotton gin, I'm in big trouble
... Dinner at house. Big excitement—Nymphet Calloway announced her engagement to Ralph Feldspar. While sorors
flocked around to congratulate Nymphet, I ate everybody's
side meat .. Then smoked Marlboro. Oh, what a piece of work
is Marlboro!... And so to bed.

TECHNICAL TALK often continuo after class. The free
and easy informality of the new Western Electric
training program offers plenty of opportunit
y foe
the stimulating exchange of ideas.

FRIDAY: Got our marks in American history quiz.
Was
shattered to learn that Millard Fillmore did not invent
cotton
gin. Ile wrote Canterbury Taks ... How very odd!. . .
Lunch
at the house—bread hash ... Marlboro after lunch. Great
smoke.
Must send valentine to manufacturers ... Spent entire
afternoon getting dressed for date tonight with Norman
Twonkey.
Norman is dall, dark, loaded—a perfect doll! Only thing
wrong
is he never tells a girl where he's going to take her.
So I put
on a bathing suit, on top of that an evening gown,
and on top
of that a snowsuit. Thus I was ready for a splash party,
a dance,
or a toboggan slide .. So what do you think
happened? He
entered me in a steeplechase, that's whail... Would
have taken
first prize easily if I hadn't pulled up lame in the
last furlong
... And so to bed.
•Mee bis.Pludims

Ills Brackett

Jack linnell

me Wiseman

in

Pea',Ovary

'arol Pollard

Western Electric Graduate Engineering Training Caners
located at Chicago. Winston Salem. N C.,
and New York Princloal
manufacturing locations at Chicago, Ill ; Kearny. R
I; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind ; Allentown end
Laureldale, Pa ; BurlIngton, Greensboro and Winttonlalem, N. C ; Buffalo. N. Y.;
North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha.
Pleb ; Kansas City. Ma ;
Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.; Teletype Corporation.
Chicago, Ill and Little Rock. Ark Also Western
Electric Distribution
Casters in 32 cities and installation headquarters in
14 caws. General headquarters• 195 Broadway.
New York 7, New York.

Yes, the college life is a busy one and you may
be haring
trouble choosing the cigarette that's right for you.
Here's
a handy guide: For Alter plus flavor—Marlboro. For
flavor
without Alter—Philip Morris. For filter plus flavor plus
coolness—Alptne....4U made by the sponeors of this column.
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This queen could inspire any
team on to victory.

Homecoming queen Maureen Henry begins her weekend
activities by dancing with Senior Skull Don Lewis.
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Familiar scene, all you lovers of spectator sports1
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Fire isnd beat couldn't keep Maureen dry during the bonfire.
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MacFarland To Talk'
About Amplifiers

`45\iF4#
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F
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See RUSSIA for
yourself in 1960

Howard Macfarland. associate professor in Electrical Engineering, will
. talk on parametric amplifiers pertaining to radio astronomy November 19
American conducted Student/ Teacher Economy IOW', by Maupintour — the
:
e :tt 7 p.m. in the I.own Room of the
best routes at lowest COSiS. Front $195. all-inclu,n,e. summer departure-.
Memorial Union. The talk is spon- • RUSSIA BY MOTORCOACH. Beginning Helsinki or Warsaw. See
r
i
'
14
1 -red by the American Institute of country byways, rural towns plus Moscow. Leningrad. 17 days.
Llectrit al Engineers and the Institute II DIAMOND GRAND TOUR. Russia. Crimea, 1 kraine. Coo hoslioakia.
Poland, Germany. Pas,ion Play. Bayreuth Festiyal. Kerlin. S andin,nia.
of Radio Engineers. All technology
Benelux, Austria, Switierland.
and mathematics students are invited.
•COLLEGIATE CIRCLE TO!
Black Sea.
the Cauca-u,.
kraine, Crimea,
bite B.
SlacEarland graduated from \LissaPoland, Cae,h,s10,akia, Scandinas.a.
714
Benelux.
Berlin,
England.
Luxeniii.
•
•. France.
chusetts Institute of Technology in
5'iCT 14.'2,A.FC
1950. He is a member of the Ameri- •EASTERN EUROPE ADVE 1! RE. New route. Bulgaria. Roumania.
•
new
hiway
through
Southern
Rus
Critm.a. Mo-eow. White Rue.1.2iotaTfjw;
•
7-;
.AreV"....,
0
can Institute of Electrical Engineers,
sia,
Poland.
Itre-en.
evrmany, Austria.
The Institute of Radio Engineers and
Hannibal Hamlin Hall with this display of -The Shot Heard ItofffffI
r
:
rnatteri:e
the American Society of Electrical En.
the World.- placed first in the Hornet.°fff I ff g display contest for
gincers. He is doing research at the
nten's dormitories. North Estabrooke placed first for
New Yor;.
incoln Laboratories. an NUT. Affildorrnitoriee.
iate, and teaching here.

r

-4,
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Scabbard And Blade
Changes Pledge System
The first meeting of the Scabbard
and Blade was called to order October 13 by Captain Robert Sterritt.
The executive board proposed policy
changes aimed at raising the standards
of the organization.
These changes include a new system
of pledging and initiation of new
members and possible expulsion for
present member, missing two consecutive meetings without notice of
absence before the meeting.
The rushing committee headed by
first lieutenant Barry Kilday sent out
circulars to all juniors in the advanced
program and invitations were extended to those interested. Any junior, who wish to join, who have not
turned in their applications should do
so before the next meeting.

Never
too strong.

\ever
too weak.

Agriculture Club Meets
The Agriculture Club will meet
November 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Louis Oakes room of the Library.
Highlights of the meeting include a
humorous talk by Donald Taverner.
University Director of Development:
presentation of the Alpha Zeta outstanding freshman award, and an intersiew with the Calico Queen candidates.

Always
just right!

FOR RENT IN ORONO
4 ROOM, FIRST FLOOR
APARTMENT
AVAILABLE DEC. 1st
Baseboard Oil Heat—Electric
Range
Phone Orono 6-3674

IBLE

4
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Vu can hght either end!

OLD TOWN

Get satisfying flavor..so friendly to your taste!

BODY SHOP
See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, richtasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke—
makes it mild—but does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!

Body & Fender Repairing

mat

Painting and Vv'eiding

MILL

luded

Gas. Oil &

NO DRY
"SMOKED-OUT"

Auto Accessories
HERE•S WHY SMOKE "TRAVELED• THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Old Town, Maine
Tel. 7-2100

Outstanding...
and they are Mild!

1

You get Pall Mall's
famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.
CA

I Co

Product of

Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally.

2

drnauean gti

Travels it over, under,
around and through
Pall Mall's fine tobaccos
... and makes it mildf

3

rticsartiv 2g-6:woo is our middle name
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Daly, Kimball Display Valiant coibysi Sportsmanship Poor
Effort As Maine Wins NE Title

Orono, Maine

"ABM

by Rick Brennan, Sports Editor

One of the most repulsive displays of lack of sportsmanship
was strongly evident in the November 6 issue of the Colby Echo,
the Colby campus newspaper. The article to which I refer was one
by Art Couro
indicative of extreme immaturity and lack of character. Its ignorant
In a magnificent display of grit and desire, an underdog University of Maine cross country team author obviously preferred to remain incognito rather than have his
overcame superior odds to win the coveted New England championship at Boston Monday. It was name associated with a writing of such distasteful content. If the
the fourth time in the last five years that Maine has copped the New England crown from such "name" article was indicative of the attitudes and opinions of the Colby
schools as Holy Cross, Boston University, Boston College, and Connecticut.
student body, administration, and athletic department, it was quite
was third, poorly handled.
The pale blue dalers opened the week in a row that he is at his best Maine squad. Wesleyan
fourth, New Hampseason with a pair of losses to Massa- when the chips are down by being the Holy Cross
We make no excuses and offer no explanations. We
champ
chusetts and New Hampshire. buried first Maine man in, finishing sixth. shire fifth, and defending
have to live with ourselves. It is always admirable to find
Vermont sixth. Massachusetts was
week
the
sixteenth
run
having
After
served
then
and
squad.
Bates
weak
a
the quality of humility in a team. especially in victory.
while UConn was comnotice that they were ready to go by before, a gallant Mike Kimball eleventh.
Colby definitely does not manifest this quality. This,
pletely out of the running.
the
with
bout
his
from
hack
bounced
team.
Last
Vermont
fine
a
beating
however. may he attributed to human nature, but the odiIt was Coach Ed Styrna's third New
week the Black Bears upset this same flu to take eighth place.
ous remarks in that newspaper can be attributed to
Charlie Akers came through with England title since he came to Maine
Vermont team, and New Hampshire,
nothing but vindictiveness and poor sportsmanship.
to take the Yankee Conference title, one of his best races ever to nail down four years ago. Last year his team
Quotes from the Colby Echo—
the
Over
Vermont.
to
second
finished
Bob
to
went
Nineteenth
seventeenth.
season
Even after this late
"—highly touted lineman, Hal Violette, was too busy looking
years Maine has a total of fifteen
surge, the Beare were given only Dean, who has only recently begun
wins, three more than that of Rhode for battles instead of tackling opposing ball carriers.—.'
an outside chance to win the to look like his old self. Dave VerIsland, the second best team in the
For the information of those quick to jump to conclusions,
New England title, as Brown Uni- rill, the surprising sophomore standall time New England standings.
Hal Violette diverted the possibility of a "battle- by intervening
servity had what was supposed to out from UMP, placed twenty-third
Next weekend the pale blue thin- when a fight seemed unavoidable.
base been their best team in 14 in his first big time race. Harold
clads will journey to New York to
••—Here is a big university with many players to
years. Obviously, they were not Hatch was thirty-sixth and Chet Grin.
compete in the IC4A meet. This meet
from and with supposedly superior talent. Yet
good enough, as Maine came dell finished to round out Maine's
choose
out the season for the
through with another team vie- team. About 110 men were entered will close
find that Maine plays in a not too tough Yankee
now
we
Bears.
torn-. surpassing even that of a in the meet by seventeen different
Conference and—.
schools.
week before at Durham.
Men play football for Maine because they like and
Brown with 86 points came in
Bill Daly. the fiery leader of the
want to play. The players give of their own time and reMAINE SCOREBOARD
winning
the
behind
\Lune harriers, proved for the second just seven
ceive nothing. No one flashes a roll of greenbacks in
RESULTS: WEEK OF NOV. 5
front of them.
Football
"—the ferocious Black Bears have created the biggest joke
Maine 18, Bowdoin 8
football season. They are not champs but rather prize
the
of
NEW FURNITURE
0
Bates
14,
Colby
chumps—."
14
Frosh
Maine
26,
Frosh
Bowdoin
at
Namecalling. especially in view of the fact that Maine made
Cross-country
N.E.1.C.A.A.. Maine 1st, Brown 2nd no tangible claim to being "champs," is certainly uncalled for in
Down to Earth Prices
N.E.I.C.A.A. (fresh) Maine Frosh this instance and is only further evidence of immaturity.
at the
12th of 16 places
Rather than avoid the over-confidence and complacency menNEXT WEEK OF NOV. 12
tioned in the article, it appears that the author would aid in the
Little Store with Big Values
Cross-country
promotion of such attitudes within the Colby student body and
I.C.A.A.A.A. at New York
football team. It is regrettable that the reputation of such an instiOUTLET
ECONOMY FURNITURE
tution should be marred by an unworthy newspaper and even more
There are 143 students enrolled regrettable if the administration were to condone such actions.
Old Town
R. R. Station
in electrical engineering, and 140 in
PLAYER OF THE WEEK: Jim Cutler. Maine gttar'L
1 civil engineering.

Women's Sports

Seniors—find out what Kearfoff's flexible training program offers You
Check the experiences of four '59 graduates at Kearfott
JAMES KEATING
Vii.anova University '59

LENNART G.
JOHANSSON

Opportunities
at Kearfott
are expanding

Lafayette College '59

GARY WOERNER

STANLEY
WALLERSTEIN

Newark College
of Engineering '59

Ohio University '59

The

Not at all sure of the area
of engineering (develop'
went, design, test, manufacturing) which would
Interest him most, Jim has
been most impressed by
the way Kewfott Project
Engineers STAY WITH A
PROJECT from study phase
right through to production, assuming full technical and financial responsibility for the quality and
salability (price•wiso) of
the finished hardware. He
finds that this Kearfott
philosophy enables him to
operate across the broad
spectrum of engineerIng.••• Corning frOM outof-town, Jim was also
pleasantly surprised by the
aide choice of living querters readily available.

very advanced nature
of many Scarf Ott projects
fired this engineer's
Imagination. He joined the
Electronics Systems Lab,
where he worked on the
development of a tiny
counter — part of what is
believed to be the most
accurate test equipment
yet devised for missile
guidance systems. After
exposure to the diversity
of the projects In the Systems Lab, Stan has decided
to look no further, but requested permanent assignment here, where work
ranges over space navigation. digital computers,
guidance systems, solid
state physics, Industrial
automation systems and
diverse electronic systems.

Kae6tt

GENERAL /
PRECISION
I
COMPANY

A

KearJolt Company,Inc.
1500 Main Avenue, Clifton, N. J.
A nabs:4W ry of Goner...1

Prfeilla011

Equipment Corronetiom

Len is pleased with his six
months experience at
Kearfott on two widely different counts. First is the
combination of both theoretical and practical knowhow he has gained In a
field that has fascinated
him for a long time— transistor applications. The
other is Kearfott's location. Finding midtown New
York only 40 minutes sway
by can, Len, a veteran, is
planning to continue his
studies for an MS at one
of the many colleges In the
Kew York, New Jersey area:
Columbia, N.Y.U., Stevens,
Newark College of Engineering we all close by.
This semester, ten has
enrolled for two Kewfott
sponsored courses taught

at the plant

Gary has worked by choice
In two Laboratories since
he joined Scarf Ott last
June — Astronautics and
Electronics. He VilUOS the
opportunity he had to work
In direct contact with
senior engineers and scientists who have played a
leading role in developing
the Kearfott inertial
systems and components
which have been selected
for application in over PO
aircraft and 16 major
missile systems. Cary now
leans to the choice of a
permanent assignment in
the Electronics Lab but
has decided to work a few
months in the advanced
Cyrodynamics Division, before corning to a decision.

Long occupying a unique position in
the fields of electronics and electromechanical components and precision
instrumentation, Kearfott — in recent
years— has moved more and more into
the development of complete systems.
This has lead to major staff expansion
at all levels,including a sizable number of positions for recent graduates
in all 4 major company units:
The Systems Division
The Gyrodynam ice Division
The Elea ro-Mechanical Division
The Precision Component Division
Through its flexible TRAINING
PROGRAM, Kearfott offers young
engineers freedom to explore the field.
before selecting the broad area best
fulfilling individual interests.
Remarkable rapid professional
advancement is possible — and likely
—through the PROMOTION BY
MERIT POLICY. For detailed
information,see the Kearfott
representative on campus.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS NOV. 4
FOR ASSISTANT PROJECT ENGINEERS
Make an appointment now with your Placement Director,
or write to Mr. Francis X. Jones.

Gwen Merritt
Fay Miles won the tennis tournament by defeating the defending
champion. Marie MI.
The All Maine Hockey Team beat
the Alum-Student Team Saturday by
a score of 5 to 0.
The Annual Basketball Jamboree
was held yesterday at the Women's
Gym. The Officials Club gave a demonstration of rules and pointed out
new rules and rule changes.
Modern dancers are still needed for
the Christmas program.

Abose: A .M
back. Belor
tacklers.

Surge
Maine
Over

Neither
able to show
running attacl

Play ing bef
crowd of 6804
Maine Bears
mud and the
total of 330 ru

touchdowns to
INTRAMURAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Intraniural boxing and wrestling will begin next Monday. Nosember 16, in the boxing and
wrestling room of the Memorial
(;sm. Boxing and wrestling will
take place between 3:00 p.m. and
500 p.m. and instructors will
be on hand.

Golf Tournament
In the Fall Golf Tournament.
Arthur Dickson won the sarsity
tournament. and Bob Itirchen•
ough won the freshman tourna.
ment.

Simons Gives Talk
S. C. Simons will give a talk at the
joint meeting of the Student Branch
of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers and the Institute of Radio
Engineers in the ',own Room of the
Union on November 12 at 7 p.m.
Simons will speak on the technical
features of nodules and illustrate how
other designs can he accomplished.
He is a field application engineer for
the RCA Micronodule program.
The talk should be of interest to
all mathematics and technology students.
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Phi Mu Cops Gridiron Title
With Win Over Sigma Nu

sportsmanship
e Colby Echo,
refer was one
r. Its ignorant
• than have his
.ontent. If the
of the Colby
it, it was quite

Phi Mu Delta is the new fraternity
intramural football champion.
In spite of a very soggy field and
near-freezing weather, a great game
put the cap on the homecoming weekend in an exciting fashion. The final
score was Phi Mu 12, Sigma Nu 6.
The exchange of long punts was
the way the play went in the first
quarter, as both teams got used to
the playing conditions. Sigma Nu
was playing without the services of
varsity basketball star Larry Schiner.
In the second quarter a 20 yard
pass play from Densmore to Atherton set up the first score, as Joe hit
John Dudley for the touchdown one

ations. We
ride to find
in victory.
lity. This,
rut the odirihuted to
nanship.

• busy looking

Bowdoin Frosh Crushes Bear
Cubs In Last'59 Grid Contest

:o conclusions,
by intervening

players to
talent. Yet
igh Yankee

by Darryl Clement

Maine scored their touchdowns in
the first half, marking the first time
this season they have scored in the
first half. However, they wobbled on
their defense in the second half, and
Bowdoin won the game.

le biggest joke
it rather prize

Above: A Maine runner skirts end on a handoff from the quarterback. Below: Jack Welch (44) is engulfed by a deluge of Bowdoin
tacklers.

tine

Sports
erritt

le tennis tournathe defending

Surge In First Half Gives
Maine State Series Victory
Over Underdog Polar Bears

The first Maine tally came on a
pass from quarterback Joe Austin to
end Bob Johnston. Bump Hadley
kicked the point after. The Cubs' second TD came late in the first half
when back Ray Caldwell plowed
through the heart of the Bowdoin line
and romped 35 yards for the tally.
Hadley kicked his secona conversion

(etball Jamboree
at the Women's
E'lub gave a demand pointed out
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ation engineer for
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be of interest to
d technology stu-

Half way through the fourth quarter a razzle-dazzle pass play: Densmore to Atherton to Densmore put
Phi Mu on the five yard line. From
there, Densmore hit Dana Deering
for the final touchdown of the afternoon. The contest ended with Phi
Mu's line of Kent, Littlefield, Bryan
and Cook making a goal line stand
against the hard-trying Sigma Nus.

By Art Zalkan
Neither the torrential rains nor the Bowdoin Polar Bears were
able to show enough collective power to block Maine's ferocious
running attack last weekend.
Play ing before a Homecoming
crowd of 6800 drenched fans, the
Maine Bears galloped through the
mud and the Bowdoin team for a
total of 330 rushing yards and three
touchdowns to down Bowdoin, 18-8.

ever, one play later, the Maine cocaptain sliced off tackle for the touchdown.
Unable to move the ball against
Maine's line in three plays, Bowdoin
punted to Maine on the 29 yard line.
Welch carried the ball to the Bowdoin 45 where the Bears started anMaine's first touchdown came as
other scoring drive.
the result of an 82 yard drive that
started on the Maine It. Following
Using Randy White and Dave
a Bowdoin kickoff that saw Maine's Cloutier to carry the ball to the 44,
Dave Cloutier take the ball to the Wheeler faked a hand-off on the 44
It, the Bears moved quickly. Three and dropped back to throw his first
successive carries by Cloutier took pass of the game.
the Maine team into Bowdoin terriWheeler spotted Maury Dore free
tory. With the ball resting on the
Bowdoin 48, Maine's quarterback on the Bowdoin 23. Dore took the
called on co-captain Jack Welch for pass and didn', stop running until he
assistance. Taking a hand-off, the was safely in the endzone with
crew-cut blond cut off tackle and Maine's second touchdown.
headed for the sidelines. A diving
Six minutes after the start of the
tackle by Ted Gardiner prevented the second period, the Black Bears were
senior from going into the endzone. knocking at Bowdoin's door again.
He was stopped on the two. How- Starting on Bowdoin's 45-yard line,
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Maine headed downfield for it, third
touchdown. Cloutier broke to the
outside for 15 yards. Welch and
Dale Curry took the Bears to the 16
where Cloutier went for the first
down on the eight.
Cloutier then took a hand-off and
raced around end for the third touchdown. Wheeler's pass to Don Desroches for the extra-points was incomplete. but the Bears led 18-0.
Bowdoin's only score of the game
come in the fourth period. On a
drive that started on the Maine 47.
the Polar Bears moved on nine plays
into the endzone. Half-back Ted
Gardiner carried the ball over from
the Maine 4. A quick pass from
Dexter Bucklin to co-captain Bob
!Fawkes gave Bowdoin two more
points, making the score 18-8.

of the game for the Frosh.
Bowdoin scored in the second period and went on a spree in the fourth
period scoring three TD's and two
conversions to put the game on iCe.
In commenting on the season
finale, Frosh Coach Sans Sezak
said. "Although the season was
not good on a won-lost basis, I
feel that the boys will be wellversed when they move up to
varsity level. There are no really
outatanding stars, bet possibilities are there for some very good
ballplayers.'

Tues. Nov. 17 at 7:00: Sig. Up vs.
Phi Gain, TEP vs. Delta Tau-at
8:00: Lambda Chi vs. Alpha Gam,
SAE vs. Theta Chi-at 9:00: Kappa
Sig vs. ATO, Phi Mu vs. TKE. Wed.
Nov. 18 at 7:00: Cabins vs. ND 4
& 5, ND 2 & 3 vs. So. Apts.-at 8:00:
Off-Campus vs. Newman Hall, Gannett 1 vs. Gannett 2-at 9:00: Gannett
3 vs. Gannett 4, Hart 1 vs. Hart 2.
Thurs Nov. 19 at 7:00: Hart 3 vs.
Hart 4, Corbett 1 vs. Corbett 2-at
8:00: Corbett 3 vs. Corbett 4, Dunn
1 vs. Dunn 2-at 9:00: Dunn 3 vs.
Dunn 4, i•ni Eta vs. Sigma CM.

KCEDL KROSSWORD
ACROSS

ockey Team beat
earn Saturday by

The men from Sigma Nu started
off the half in "Never say die" fashion. Gallops of 20 and 8 yards by
Needlemen put them on the 3 yard
line. A bullet pass from Mike to Dave
Lovett tied the score up at 6 all.
Both teams stiffened defensively and
the score at the end of the third
quarter was still tied.

The Frosh footballers wound up their season Friday afternoon Intramural basketball will begin
as they bowed to the Bowdoin Frosh 26-14, in the Homecoming next Tuesday Sam Sezak of the Physiopener. The loss gave the Bear Cubs a final record of one win and cal Education Office has announced.
The schedule will be as follows:
four losses.

>y like and
me and reenhacks in

it Maine made
incalled for in
rity.
iplacency men)uld aid in the
lent body and
I such an instiand even more
ich actions.

play later. Sigma Nu, led by Mike
Needlemen behind a line led by Joe
Dumont, kept banging away, but
couldn't quite find the play to go all
the way. The first half ended with
Phi Mu on top, 6 to 0.

I. Struggles of
some scope
6. Mountain
climber, dig
this, on ire
It. It holds a
square that's
called a ring
14. Sad about the
code?
It. Not theopposite
of yours
16. SPOTS
17. How to start
English Lit.
Ii. Initiatesinafog?
21). One way to get
to first base
21. Rake from
ROU4•11
21. Favorite aubject
of coeds
24. They sound
Ilk,- last year's
dream.
25. With vitriol
27. What 34 Across
is usually for
29. When it's super,
It, real fast
30. Truman's
birthplare, not
quite Hedy
34. See 27 Across
36. Marine 'slang)
37.
polloi
39. Combining
form for within
It. How Kools
always taste
42. If you blow it,
you're mad!
43.3 letters to a
loan wolf
44. Yellow pigment
46. British tly.boys
47. ROW'S side-kick
44. French ands
49. _Marner

DOWN

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I. Subjects of
snap courses
14
131111
2. River in
Venezuela
3. Km..I's mascot
16
151111
4. Compass point
5. Kin of a
20
it
cummerbund
19111
1711
6. Mad fad
7. What sinners do
24
22
21
8. I.ittle Aertrical
2311
units
9. Little Morris
25
27
28
26
10. Prague to the
Czechs
30
29
II. Character in
131
Hamlet
12. They're for the
34
35
birds
36
19. Bolger was once
in love with her
39
38
37
22. What the head
'
ARE 'YOU KO)L
guys on this
paper do
ENOUGH TO
AO
42
41
24. What good
lookers do
KRACK T1-415?•
ship
26. Naval
44
.15
_
43
2g. Rita's ex
31. Koors kind of
magic
47
46
32. leajust between
France and
Spain
49
33. Who • hot spot
4811
does under new
management
35. Where you feel
Kool's
smoothness
36. Army lads
39. Eggs f.' la
Bardot
40. Ready, aim.

11

12

111111

:lllllI
11

111
33

lIUI

lIl

III
1111
lUll

It, Certain
cigarettes
(slang
45. Sigma's last
name

When your throat tRIls
(,
you its time for a change,
you need
a real change... r----_.
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Masque Play Tryouts Scheduled

Prism Pictures Taken November 17 18
1:1,;
for the
will be on campus November 1 7 and
18 to take pictures of those organizations whose pictures were eaneelled
due to rallies. and for those who did
not come but would like to try again.
The following schedule has been
set up and it is the last chance for
pictures to appear in this year's Prom
All pictures ss iii be taken downstairs
in the Union.
Nmember 17
P NI
Agricultural Club
": to
All Maine Women
20
Amateur Radio Club
-:30
American Chemical Society
American ImtitllIC of Chemical
40
Engineers
American Society of \rriciil-

Anyone ..anting a retake on
their Prism portrait may sign up
doitnstairs in the I nion on Friday. Nmember 13. from 1-5 p.m.
A 82.00 fee is required at the
time of the sitting.

Lii
mmicci •
Ameriean Society Of Civil
Engineers
.1nterican Society of Meehanical Engineers
.American Society of Electrical
Engineers
Animal Dairy Science Club
Associated Women Students
Canterbury Club
November 18
Sophomore Eagles
Sophomore ONI.
Square Dance Club
S R A
Tumbling Club
W A A
Philompht. Club
Memorial Union Activities Club
Proctors of
Corbett Hall
Dunn Hall
Hart Hall
Gannett Hall
Oak Hall
Hannibal Hamlin Hall
North Dorms
The Cabins

Junior Residents of
8:55
Colvin
8.00 West Chadbourne
8:55
8:55
last Chadbourne
8:55
8:10 'The Elms
Any organization which has not
8:20 been photographed and is not listed
8.30, in the ahme schedule should contact
8:40 the rr 4114 committee. Room 791 in the
8:50 I ihrary.

The 111aine Masque 'theatre's se, November IS. Those wishing to sign
ond production of the year will he up for backstage work may report on
The Pili111114: G dillies presented Decem- am of the above nights.
ber 9. 10. 11. and 12.

The schedule for moms is as for Discuss Cuban Situation
lows: November 12 and 13. 6:45 p.m.
,,r in
,1ialogue and dancing: Nmember 14. ' Dr. William 11 Jctliey. piolcs,
6.45 p.m. singing and dancine: ,ind 1 min America studies, will lead a
discussion on the Castro situation in
Nmember IS. 6:45 p.m.
Cuba and its relation to the United
, singing and dancing.
States in the Women's lounge of the
7:00
All those who have tried out proi Memorial Union on Wednesday. NoThe College of Technology has an
7:10' enrollment of 1,087.
011s nights should return on Sunday. vember IS. beginning at 7:30 pm.
7:20 1
7:10
7:40i
7:5W
s'On •
,
1

8:20
8:25
8:30
8:35
8:40
8:40
8:45
8:50

Dr. Johnson turns another elegant phrase:

When
it's
time
for
a
real
watch

ita&tigAtAiliti
it's

Sir, if it hasn't got it there,
it hasn t 4.2-0t it!

time
for
a
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it apairi
Iii 01.11% up I.' Lil. iii Ii fin' .4
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